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SECTION 1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 Introduction
For many years, Mason County leadership has supported and strengthened the area with
information, ideas and connections that foster community and advance the shared purpose
of economic stability and growth. As the community continues to recover from the worst
recession since the Great Depression, the economy of Mason County is in a state of
transition. The composition of the workforce, recent tourism developments, broadband
access and diversity of
industry are factors
that are driving
positive changes in the
local economy. Mason
County is keeping pace
and adapting activities
to align with market
trends and promote
the advantages of
collaborative action.
Mason County is
continuing to adapt,
and now has the
opportunity to shape
what the future will
look like through
economic development.
Using a thoughtful and clear roadmap to guide the work is an essential component to
current stabilization and long‐term success. A solid plan has value and can serve to
strengthening the area’s economy. Collaborative planning and implementation is an
ongoing process that emphasizes the involvement of stakeholders and enables them to
build and work toward shared community goals.
Mason County is transitioning from its strong history in natural resources to a more
diversified economy with a mixture of tourism, healthcare, government, retail, specialty
manufacturing, and professional and business services. Shellfish and seafood processing
continue to be a strong part of the economy. Mason County is fortunate to have two public
utility districts, several ports, Mason Transit Authority, Mason General Hospital and Family
of Clinics, Harrison Belfair Urgent Care, and Olympic College serving the community. The
Squaxin Island Tribe leads the way in total employment with their Little Creek Casino Resort
and Island Enterprises. The Washington State Corrections Center, Shelton School District,
Mason General Hospital and Family of Clinics and Taylor Shellfish round out the top five
employers in the county.
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Work is taking place countywide on infrastructure projects that will provide new
opportunities for managed growth and business expansion and recruitment. Low cost
reliable electricity, abundant broadband, small town atmosphere, a natural setting, and
affordability are some of the attributes that make Mason County a good place for business.
The regional economy has expanded and diversified over the past 50 years and includes the
following segments:










Healthcare/Retail/Construction (supported by an expanding population of those
seeking to retire as well as work/live in a reasonably affordable location).
Tourism (includes destination golf resorts, hotels, some recreation/cultural venues,
and a portion of restaurant receipts).
Manufacturing (boats, aviation/aerospace, food processing, fabricated metals,
machinery, etc.).
Professional and technical services to support government, real estate development
and industrial activities).
Agriculture (primary aquaculture but cannabis is a strong emerging segment).

County stakeholders, through the Economic Development Council of Mason County (EDC)
are seeking to expand the local economy by leveraging the available resources and existing
industries. The EDC performed a thorough evaluation of overall market opportunities and
defined target industries that the area should focus on for future growth.
1.2 The Basis for Defining Target Industries
In the process of defining specific target industries for the local economy, the EDC has
integrated input from four primary sources (see details in Sections two through four of this
report).
1. Feedback from local stakeholders on their needs and inputs.
2. An understanding of state and regional target industries that have strong potential.
3. Local/regional industry presence and resources that support economic growth:

Labor (availability of skills at a competitive cost)

Education and Training (degree and certificate programs)

Quality of life attributes to help attract talent when required

Transportation access (interstate, highway, rail and air)

Utilities (availability, backup potential and cost)

Sites and buildings (site, expandability)
4. A macro-level review of economic opportunities and trends that have favorable and
sustainable growth potential.
Each of these factors was considered in the selection of target industries for the county with
details noted in subsequent sections of this report.
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SECTION 2: INPUT FROM STATE AND LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS
2.1 State of Washington Industry Presence
The Department of Commerce is the one agency in state government that touches every
aspect of community and economic development: planning, infrastructure, energy, public
facilities, housing, public safety and crime victims, international trade, business services and
more. They work with local governments, businesses and civic leaders throughout the state
to strengthen communities so all residents may thrive and prosper.
The birthplace of such business legends as Amazon, Boeing, Costco, Expedia, Microsoft,
Nordstrom, PACCAR, Starbucks and REI, Washington State offers site selectors and investors
a critical mass of highly skilled workers in aerospace, advanced manufacturing, clean
technology, information & communication technology (ICT), life science/global health and
maritime. Our culture of creativity and collaboration brought the world the age of jet travel,
spawned an international coffee culture with a language all its own, built digital empires out
of slivers of silicon and strings of binary code, and in the process, fundamentally changed
the way people around the world shop, travel, eat, drink, relax, dress and think. Visit
www.commerce.wa.gov.
ChooseWashington’s Target Industries

Aerospace

Agriculture & Food Manufacturing

Clean Technology

Forest Products

Information and Communication Technology

Life Science & Global Health

Maritime

Military & Defense
2.2 Input From Local Stakeholders
Changed circumstance required a new plan. This process started with an economic
development conversation, the Economic Development Council of Mason County (EDC)
along with the Port of Allyn, Port of Shelton, Shelton‐Mason Chamber of Commerce, North
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Mason Chamber of Commerce, Olympic College, WSU‐Mason County Extension, and over
60 participants from the community convened for the “Getting to Yes” workshop.
Participants from all areas of Mason County energized this event as we asked what
community members and leaders want to accomplish with economic development –
identifying strengths and weaknesses, assessing expectations and needs, balancing
aspirations with the capacity to deliver. This enthusiasm continued, inspiring another local
non‐profit, Mason Matters, to work with local high school students to conduct a youth
SWOT analysis of Mason County. Having the youth interested and involved in Mason
County’s future is critical as we are creating a firm foundation for our economy that will
support generations to prosper.
The outcomes from this event encouraged the EDC’s board and staff to build off of the
momentum and develop a strategic plan for countywide economic development. This plan
reflects the voices and perspectives of our community; it also responds to our observations
of needs and opportunities across Mason County and trends in economic development
across the nation. This plan will provide a basis on which organizations make decisions
about how to improve and navigate a path to a better future. Strategic plans help define
important goals, set specific directions and clarify policy and budget priorities.
In an increasingly interconnected and rapidly‐changing global economy, there is growing
recognition that economic development goals and objectives must be closely linked with
community
values and
interests. To
ensure that
community
interests were
represented in
this plan, one
kickoff event
and six public
forums were
held
throughout
the county to
elicit
feedback. The
kickoff event, held in 2015, was to inform the public and to generate excitement for the
strategic planning process. The locations of the other six forums were chosen to represent
the citizens of North, South, West, and Central Mason County. The meeting times were
chosen in order to give the attendees the option of going to a forum in the evening after
working hours or in the morning during working hours.
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The county wide forums were implemented to discuss three things. What types of
industries would the citizens of Mason County like to see here? How can we expand upon
the industries that already exist in Mason County? What are some barriers to either
attracting or growing these industries? After the participants were familiarized with the
agenda and goals for the forum, the staff highlighted key demographic information before
going into Industry mapping. Participants then brainstormed different industries that they
would like to see or expand upon in Mason County. During this step, it was common for
participants to list specific types of businesses under the industry category (i.e.: Tourism;
develop kayaking companies). Once the list of industries was completed, the participants
voted for their top five priorities.
Once the list of industries was voted upon, the top three industries were singled out and
analyzed for potential opportunities and barriers to developing that industry. After the
forums, the staff of the EDC compiled the results. From the six community forums, seven
industries were identified as areas that have growth potential: tourism, value-added
agriculture, advanced manufacturing, career and technical education, information and
communications technology, forest products, and healthcare. We began working within
each industry, with career and technical education built in as a discussion topic, to
brainstorm and build strategies for growth.
In 2015, an appropriation was secured from the Washington State Legislature for economic
development activities to help Mason County with relief of the closure of the Simpson Mill.
As part of the activities, the EDC partnered with the Mason County Commissioners on a
county-wide planning process to conduct a SWOT analysis on each industry and develop a
strategic action plan.
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In 2016, the EDC and County Commissioners conducted industry roundtable meetings,
facilitated the SWOT analyses, identified key challenges, and took suggestions for strategies
to implement which would support and grow each industry. The findings from the industry
roundtable meetings can be found at www.choosemason.com.
As part of the industry roundtable meetings, it became clear that people are passionate
about their county and expressed their desire to work together to create a brighter future
through planning and implementation of strategies that can have short, medium and longrange successes. Additionally, based on interviews and discussions with local stakeholders,
the following input on target industries was collected:

Although the manufacturing activities are certainly an asset, it is important to focus
on job opportunities that would employ more of the population with modest levels
of education (high school and 2-year college degrees).

Leverage, support and expand the types of industries that already exist in the area.
Major Manufacturing Segments
Manufacturers in the area produce a diverse array of products, ranging from aerospace
components to ornamental stone to fabricated parts from multiple materials to electronic
components and other products.
These industries require multiple skills including:

Product fabrication from metals, plastics, wood, composites, and other materials.

Machine tool operation (CNC, etc.).

Complex assembly.

Food processing technologies (handling food grade products).

Processes requiring sustained high quality of the finished product (food and
aerospace products).
2.3 Definition of Community Roles
Economic Development Council of Mason County

Primarily responsible for coordinating and executing this economic development
plan and conducting the monthly economic development meetings.
County and City

Formulate and adopt economic policies within their jurisdictions to guide public
investment.

Provide strategic guidance concerning the EDC’s implementation of this economic
development plan.

Invest in specific economic development infrastructure projects within its
jurisdiction.

Assist with site visitations, retention efforts, and targeted economic development
initiatives.

Provide technical assistance (GMA planning support).

Support public policy decisions that promote economic development.
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Participate in monthly economic development meetings.

Ports of Mason County (Shelton, Allyn, Hoodsport, Grapeview, Tahuya)

Provide strategic guidance concerning the EDC’s implementation of this economic
development plan.

Participate in monthly economic development meetings.
Private Sector

Provide strategic guidance concerning the EDC’s implementation of this economic
development plan.

Invest in specific identifiable economic development opportunities when
appropriate.

Serve as advocates for public policy decisions that promote economic development.

Assist with site visitations, retention efforts, and targeted economic development
initiatives.

Participate in monthly economic development meetings.
Olympic College

The lead agency for workforce training and workforce training programs.

Assist with business recruitment packaging related to workforce training programs.

Participate in the monthly economic development meetings.
WorkSource Mason County

A partnership of employment and training providers committed to ensuring a skilled
and job-ready workforce.

Provide labor force & labor market data in support of economic development and
business recruitment efforts.

Responsive to business and industry needs for employee recruitment and training.

Partners in local initiatives that link employment services and resources to the
community’s need.

Participate in monthly economic development meetings.
Shelton-Mason County & North Mason Chambers of Commerce
As advocates for the business community of Mason County:

Provide strategic guidance concerning the EDC’s implementation of this economic
development plan.

Serve as advocates for public policy decisions that promote economic development.

Assist with site visitations, retention efforts, and targeted economic development
initiatives.

Build "community" within the business community.

Pursue economic development strategies that supplement and complement the
EDC’s mission.

Pursue legislative and civic affairs issues related to doing business in Mason County.

Participate in the monthly economic development meetings.
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Mason County - School Districts (Shelton School District, Hood Canal School District, North
Mason School District, Grapeview School District, Pioneer School District, Southside School
District, and Mary M. Knight School District)

Provide updates to the EDC on the school districts’ projects.

Participate in monthly economic development meetings.
2.4 Suggested Metrics

Percentage of partner participation in the coordinated strategic action plan

Number of businesses participating in the industry roundtables, site visits, business
survey and partner programs

Number of businesses assisted

Number of jobs retained

Number of jobs created

Number of businesses started

Number of businesses closed

Number of jobs lost

Average wage

Commercial and industrial land availability

Tax revenue

Capital investments in infrastructure

Streamlined permitting processes for business development and aquaculture
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SECTION 3: COMMUNITY OUTCOMES
3.1 Community Goals and Actions

Goal 1: Improve communication, cooperation and coordination efforts
throughout Mason County
and the region.
Now is the time to establish a
concentrated effort of partnerships,
programs, agreed upon coordinated
roles, responsibilities and initiatives
outlined in this plan.
Actions:
1. Create a communication process that keeps the community up to date on all
community and economic development activities.
a. Develop a “Be in the Know” Campaign.
i. Establish a system that allows interested parties to sign up for
electronic notification in areas of interest.
ii. Coordinate, with partner organizations, the process to utilize the
system.
b. Develop a weekly industry profile program that showcases the importance of
the businesses, organizations and employees of the targeted clusters in this
plan.
i. Partner with area media to implement the program.
ii. Utilize the County’s new video production capabilities to highlight
profiled programs.
iii. Encourage industry leaders to speak on the importance of their
cluster and its contribution at civic organizations meetings and other
opportunities.
c. Enhance digital and social media outreach efforts.
i. Inventory what digital media and social media channels have been
established and encourage cross promotion on each. (Facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube, etc.)
2. Create a formalized approach to community and economic development.
a. Convene a meeting of all the organizations involved in community and
economic development to develop a database that outlines the vision,
mission, roles and responsibilities and programs of each and develops an
overall shared “Vision for Community and Economic Development in Mason
County”.
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i. Place the matrix online in a shared environment and ask partners to
update their information regularly and refer to the matrix when
planning programing and events.
ii. Utilize the matrix to clarify the roles and responsibilities, services
provided, opportunities to leverage resources and identify any gaps in
community and economic development efforts.
iii. Develop a set of agreeable metrics that will measure and evaluate the
work of the partners.
iv. Develop a memorandum of understanding for each partner
organization to sign that outlines the planned collaboration, roles and
responsibilities and expected outcomes of working together.
b. Facilitate quarterly partner meetings to stay up to date on each
organization’s progress and to ensure that businesses and organizations have
access to the support services they need and a collaborative approach to
provide education, training and delivery of service.
c. Conduct monthly meetings with key administrators and staff on specific
projects, issues, trends, funding needs and opportunities.
d. Participate in regional efforts including Pac-5 (Mason, Lewis, Thurston, Pacific
and Grays Harbor Economic Development Councils), Pacific Mountain
Workforce Development Council and other programs.
3. Establish an annual Community and Economic Development Summit to showcase
results, future efforts being planned, and support an ongoing community dialog
and understanding of what is being done to implement the objectives of the
strategic action plan, and by whom.

Goal 2: Strengthen Industry Clusters and Business Support
One of the best ways to retain and
grow jobs is through supporting the
existing businesses in the county.
Understanding their needs and
challenges first, and then providing
solutions and support. In return for
working on the needs and
challenges, and identifying and
developing land, infrastructure, and
workforce, Mason County will be
better positioned to recruit new
businesses.

As part of the Sparking Solutions
community forums, the industry clusters were identified as: Advanced Manufacturing,
Aquaculture, Forest Products, Healthcare, Information and Communication Technology,
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Tourism, and Value-Added Agriculture. The goal is to facilitate a strong support network for
existing employers, new businesses and entrepreneurs.
Actions:
1. Establish ongoing industry round table meetings.
a. Identify a chairperson for each identified industry sector.
b. Coordinate and administratively support industry round table meetings.
c. Facilitate meetings that enhance partnerships between industry leaders and
Mason County Commissioners and staff, City of Shelton Commissioners and
staff, the Economic Development Council Board of Directors and staff, area
high schools, Olympic College, Pacific Mountain Workforce Development
Council, Washington State University Mason County Extension, Mason
Conservation District, Chambers of Commerce and other service providers as
identified in the matrix.
d. Define a standardized set of reliable data collection and utilization to support
and monitor the progress of each cluster.
e. Utilize the industry round table meetings to assist in the development of the
annual business survey and employer site visits identified later in this plan.
f. Identify industry trends and perform asset and gap analyses to guide
development of the supply chain and opportunities to collaborate on
industry issues and opportunities.
g. Facilitate site visits and industry guest speakers as part of meeting agendas.
Utilize site visits to help with the industry profile program.
h. Encourage attendance at current networking, education, and training events
to create strong relationship building and idea sharing.
2. Continue coordination of a Business Retention and Expansion (BRE) program.
a. Maintain a Mason County business database.
b. Implement the EDC’s new Executive Pulse Customer Relationship
Management program for BRE and recruitment programs.
c. Conduct major employer site visits to ascertain needs and provide value
through problem solving and securing outside assistance as needed.
d. Implement an annual business survey to identify key trends, challenges and
opportunities to support local businesses. Utilize the survey information as
part of the industry profile program.
e. Participate in the Economic Gardening program to assist the area’s second
stage growth companies with taking their businesses to the next level.
3. Advocate for ensuring a business-friendly environment at local, state and federal
level in terms of land use planning, permitting, and regulatory oversite.
a. Review and participate in City of Shelton and Mason County Comprehensive
Plan processes and updates.
i. Review and make recommendations on possible plan changes and
expansion of the urban growth areas.
14
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b. Work with City of Shelton and Mason County staff to review all the steps of
developing a business in Mason County and identify opportunities to
streamline and improve the process.
c. Research and document buildable commercial and industrial lands and
public infrastructure.
i. Create an inventory of all buildable land and stages of development
and infrastructure availability.
ii. Utilize the new ZoomProspector tool to maintain a database of
available properties.
iii. Work with partners to develop shovel-ready land.
iv. Work with elected officials and staff to ensure adequate and reliable
infrastructure is planned, built and maintained to accommodate
growth.
v. Monitor and advocate for the Community and Economic
Development (CEDS) projects list that tracks progress and funding
strategies.
4. Link all education efforts that support workforce development within targeted
clusters.
a. Encourage continued collaboration among K-12 (Career and technical,
Graduation Matters, industry visits, Try a Trade, career days and
internships), Olympic College programs and certifications, WorkSource and
Pacific Mountain Workforce Development Council programs. Highlight
current programs through the industry profile campaign.
b. Utilize systems in place to engage youth in the community and understand
career pathways in the targeted clusters.
c. Utilize the information gained from the industry sector meetings, site visits
and business surveys to identify specific workforce issues and enhance
current programs or develop new initiatives where needed.
d. Conduct a labor market occupational needs assessment to determine what
types of job training the workforce education partners should be
developing and implementing to meet the future needs of the clusters.
e. Utilize the data from ZoomProspector and other sources to share with the
community labor force market information.
f. Develop leadership training and professional development opportunities.
Consider creating a Leadership Institute program similar to those in Skagit
and Thurston Counties.
5. Establish a Business Resource Center and entrepreneurship program.
a. Based on the outcome of the current feasibility study being conducted,
identify key partners and services for a one-stop center to provide
technical assistance in starting and running a business.
b. Implement the Grant Opportunity Fund for non-profits to assist with
businesses development.
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c. Coordinate communication of services available to current and
prospective small business owners and entrepreneurs to help them plan
and grow their businesses.
d. Facilitate and coordinate ongoing training and education on business
development topics through the EDC and Chambers of Commerce. Host
Washington State Procurement Technical Assistance Center, Washington
Center for Women in Business, Small Business Development Center,
SCORE, and Impact Washington.
6. Continue business recruitment efforts.
a. Establish a business recruitment team of city and county officials, port
staff, real estate and marketing professionals.
b. Create a marketing and communication plan to identify partners, funding,
strategies and tactics, branding, and public relations to recruit businesses.
c. Create a cost of doing business comparison study for each targeted
cluster. Identify the cost advantages of locating in Mason County.
d. Focus on recruiting businesses that will assist in growing the targeted
clusters and help fill supply chain gaps.
e. Implement the ZoomProspector program to provide up to date
information about locations. Deliver key business location data
professionals are looking for. Ensure all real estate professionals and
developers are aware of the program.
f. Establish Red Carpet Ambassador Program to assist with recruitment of
employers and their potential employees.
7. Advocate for funding sources for business.
a. Inventory local lenders on availability and processes to access capital.
b. Utilize the FundLocal Mason County program.
c. Develop a list of additional funding sources and coordinate access to them.
d. Promote the new microenterprise funding program available to farmers.

Goal 3: Improve livability and quality of life for current and future Mason
County residents.
Actions:
1. Participate in the updates of the
City of Shelton and Mason
County comprehensive plans and
champion the implementation of
the goals and action items.

2. Encourage continued work on
Community Health Improvement
Plan (CHIP) and Moving Mason Forward Collective Impact Model.
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Target Industry Rollout Strategy and Schedule
The target industry list is based on current and projected market opportunities that will take
place over the next 5 to 10 years. In addition, there may be some resource development
issues (real estate development, training programs or enhancement of utilities) that need to
be addressed prior to engaging any particular opportunity. Therefore, the target industry
initiative should consider a roll-out strategy and schedule as outlined below.

Industry: Advanced Manufacturing

According to the Advanced Manufacturing National Program Office, advanced
manufacturing can be defined as one of two things “… activities that depend on the use and
coordination of information,
automation, computation, software,
sensing, and networking”, or “…
activities that make use of cutting
edge materials and emerging
capabilities enabled by the physical
and biological sciences”.
Ongoing

Work with businesses,
area high schools,
Olympic College and
workforce development
professionals to create a
certification program that
creates job-ready
candidates and
guarantees they will have
an opportunity to
interview for open positions.

Continue relationship with Impact Washington to help companies improve their
business processes.

Market area as competitive destination for aerospace parts production.
Short Term (1-2 years)

Invite regional manufactures to participate in industry round table meetings.

Confirm the SWOT analysis and create an open dialog on the key challenges
facing the industry, identify possible solutions and opportunities.

Examine the value chain of resources and services available and identify
opportunities to expand or recruit businesses that complement other businesses
or meet demand for a product or service.

Identify buildings and sites appropriate to support manufacturing. (Some plastics
molders need rail access).
17
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Mid Term (3-5+ years)

Review ISO certification process, and analyze its potential usefulness and
implementation for area businesses.

Explore the development of a makerspace and incubation facility for research
and development (R&D), small scale production and collaboration.

Explore shared, equipment, shipping, transportation co-op purchasing
opportunities.

Build cross‐function team t o identify commercial opportunities around
instrumentation from marine and life science R&D.
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Industry: Aquaculture

Aquaculture is known as fish or shellfish farming – and refers to the breeding, rearing, and
harvesting of plants and animals in all types of water environments including ponds, rivers,
lakes, and the ocean.
Ongoing

Advocate for a streamlined permitting process across all agencies to secure
permits in a timely and feasible way.

Conduct education and
training programs on
best practices, new
industry trends, and
succession planning.

Work with the Marine
Education Science
Society, area school
districts and Olympic
College to inform and
attract young people to
the industry.
Short Term (1-2 years)

Review the Washington
State Shellfish Initiative
and determine
elements the area
shellfish growers want
to utilize and localize to
Mason County and collaborate on a shared vision.

Work with industry leaders and Washington State University-Mason County
Extension’s Water Resources, Education and Outreach Program and their
partners, and the Skokomish and Squaxin Island tribes on water resource
management.

Conduct a feasibility study on the need for cold storage and a cooperative ice
producing facility.

Encourage revitalization of the Port of Shelton marina and consider
implementation of a commercial dock area.

Utilize Hama Hama Oyster Company, Taylor Shellfish and other producers’ retail
outlets to inform the public about the industry and entice them to visit Mason
County shellfish farms.
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Mid Term (3-5+ years)

Study and determine the possibility of creating a new onsite lab testing process
that would expedite the process of harvesting and delivering product to market.

Create an oyster or aquaculture educational symposium and host during the
annual OysterFest to showcase the economic importance and strength of the
industry in Mason County.

Advocate for the revival of the shellfish laboratory at Olympic College.
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Industry: Forest Products

Forest products are defined as useful substances, materials, and or commodities that can be
obtained from the forest.
Ongoing

Provide technical assistance to small forest land owners through the Mason
County Conservation District and Washington State University Mason County
Extension.

Follow the work of the
Olympic Forest
Collaborative and advocate
for increased harvest levels.

Review the Industrial Tree
Farm Co-op history and
Shelton Ranger District and
advocate to get back into
harvesting opportunity.
Short Term (1-2 years)

Work with Sierra Pacific to
support new operations
and opportunity it brings to
attract new service and
product suppliers to the
area.

Develop a “no skills gap” training program and a recruitment plan to attract
young people to the industry.

Utilize the Cranberry Lake Tree Farm Operating Foundation to showcase the
industry. Host education and training events.
Mid Term (3-5+ years)

Work on a Cross Laminated Timber program and develop an Innovation
Partnership Zone with key players in the industry including Washington State
Department of Commerce and Washington State University.
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Industry: Information and Communication Technology (ICT)

This industry is a combination of telecommunications, software design, and data
management services.
Ongoing

Showcase the innovative ICT companies Mason County has as part of the
industry profile campaign.

Review legislative process and efforts to ensure broadband availability in rural
areas.
Short Term (1-2 years)

Identify subject matter experts who can collaborate with the schools and make
recommendations for improvements as needed.

Create a GIS map of broadband availability in the county. Utilize the results as
part of the business and resident recruitment process.

As part of site visits and survey program with the county’s largest employers,
analyze ICT needs and opportunities for business development.

Build a cross‐functional team to study the opportunities of computer/internet‐
based learning and the potential role of the region.

Identify sources of labor based on college program data and experienced staff to
support this segment.

Identify specific sites with the locational and utility requirements for operating a
data center.
Mid Term (3-5+ years)

Purchase industry-specific
labor market occupation
demand and wage
analysis survey.

Work with education
sector to engage in
curriculum development
and software modules
that relate to Science,
Technology, Engineering
and Math (STEM) subjects
and expand to others over
time.

Market specific sites for
data center operations.
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Industry: Healthcare

The healthcare/medical industry is a combination of sectors within the economic system
that provides goods and services to treat patients with curative, preventative, rehabilitative,
and palliative care.
Ongoing

Attend quarterly meetings of the two hospital districts to stay informed of their
plans, assist them with their needs, challenges and opportunities.

Support and participate in the development of the Health Science Academy with
the Shelton School District.
Short Term (1-2 years)

Create a communications
strategy and ambassador
program to assist with the
recruitment of services
providers.

Work with administrations
of both hospitals and the
education system to create
training opportunities and
career path exploration.

Develop a recruitment plan
for medical device
manufacturers and R&D
companies.
Mid Term (3-5+ years)

Follow the development of the community-based paramedic program and
continue to support.

Work with health and human services agencies to address public health issues
and concerns.
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Industry: Tourism

Tourism is the commercial organization and operations of vacations and visits to places of
interest. Recreation is a set of activities that people engage in for reasons as varied as
relaxation or competition.
Ongoing

Embrace and support the new branding efforts of Explore Hood Canal and
Washington’s Wild Side.

Facilitate work on the tourism product development process and how the
industry can partner together to grow year-round visitation. Develop themed
based tourism itineraries and product around tribal, agriculture, nature, culinary
and adventure tourism.

Support current efforts to
keep the roadsides clean
of litter and improve the
appearance of county
gateways.
Short Term (1-2 years)

Conduct a market analysis
and feasibility study to
show demand for
additional lodging and
other amenities.

Inventory and evaluate
the current tourism
product offerings on
quality of experience and
appeal to target
audiences.

Work with Ridge Motorsports on build out and additional businesses to support
the complex and its customers.

Facilitate a discussion around the cannabis industry and its role in tourism (i.e.
facility tours).
Mid Term (3-5+ years)

Explore development of a destination marketing organization or adding
destination marketing and management role to an existing Mason County
organization.

Develop a co-operative marketing program that leverages the current lodging tax
with the private sector to increase the amount of funds being spent to market
Mason County.

Explore the need and development of a new expo type meeting facility that can
be used to showcase all clusters and assist in hosting fair-like exhibits.
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Industry: Value-Added Agriculture

A combination of agriculture, the cultivation of animals, plants, fungi, and other life forms
for food and other products, and food processing, the process of using physical or chemical
processes to transform raw ingredients into food. Forest products and aquaculture have
been separated from this section.
Ongoing

Support the work of the Washington State University Mason County Extension
Community and Economic Development and Small Farms Program, Mason
Conservation District, and South Sound Foods Systems Network.

Support the new Microenterprise Program and collaboration between Mason
County, Washington State University Mason County Extension and Enterprise for
Equity.

Promote the current farm map and website coordinated by Washington State
University Mason County Extension Office.

Support lobbying efforts for cannabis revenue retention.
Short Term (1-2 years)

Conduct a feasibility study on cold storage, food processing, mobile slaughter
equipment and commercial kitchen facilities.

Study possibilities
to creating
incubation spaces
in partnership with
the Ports.

Review issues
around how to lift
the moratorium
on building in the
Skokomish Valley.
Mid Term (3-5+ years)

Evaluate the
return of the
county fair or an
alternative that
showcases the
agriculture
industry and
continues to
encourages youth
participation.
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Supporting Industry: Warehousing

Industries in the warehousing and storage subsector are primarily engaged in operating
warehousing and storage facilities for general merchandise, refrigerated goods, and other
warehouse products. These establishments provide facilities to store goods. They do not sell
the goods they handle. These establishments take responsibility for storing the goods and
keeping them secure. They may also provide a range of services, often referred to as
logistics services, related to the distribution of goods. Logistics services can include labeling,
breaking bulk, inventory control and
management, light assembly, order
entry and fulfillment, packaging, pick
and pack, price marking and
ticketing, and transportation
arrangement.
Short Term (1-2 years)

Identify specific sites that
meet requirements for
distribution centers along
the highway.
Mid Term (3-5+ years)

Continue promoting the
county as a distribution
center that serves
Washington.
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SECTION 4: ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY DRIVERS

Section 2 of this report looks at market drivers and trends as well as impacts on areas of
market need.
4.1 Overview on the Model
The Economic Opportunity Model is based on addressing four key questions:
1. What’s going on in the world and the marketplace and what impact/opportunity
does it provide?
2. What factors/dynamics are impacting basic needs – like energy, transportation or
education?
3. Are there specific economic opportunities coming about due to market/societal
changes?
4. What resources/locational conditions are necessary to exist to take advantage of the
opportunities?
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4.2 Market Drivers and Trends Related to Specific Needs
While necessary to look at the local and regional information, it is just as necessary to study
the national and global level trends that could have impacts on the community.

Transportation: R&D and manufacturing of parts/components and final assembly of
motor vehicles, aircraft/aerospace vehicles and boats/ships.

Trends/Drivers (motor vehicles)

Cost of gasoline is driving new options for fuels and vehicle design (electric, natural
gas, biofuels, etc.).

Globalization of automobile manufacturing continues to intensify with assembly is
local markets.
Trends/Drivers (aircraft/aerospace)
The aerospace and aviation industry is a $220+ billon market that employs about 620,000 in
the United States. It is rapidly evolving in response to new challenges and opportunities that
relate to the cost of operation, serving expanded markets, new classes of aircraft, advanced
materials and electronics, and the need to maintain a strong technical talent base. To be a
supplier to the aircraft/aerospace industry requires different certifications such as the
International Standards Organization (ISO) 9001, Aerospace Standard (AS) 9120 certification
for Quality Management System, and the Aviation Suppliers Association ASA-100 Quality
System Standard.
The Industry is also supported by technical, software, financial and training resources as
well as maintenance and repair operations (MROs) around the world.
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Trends/Drivers (water craft)

Total recreational boat-related product and service sales is $35+ billion, comprised
of new boat and motor sales, used boat sales, accessories (navigational equipment,
covers/tops, safety gear, dockside equipment as well as fishing and watersports
gear), operative costs (insurance, docking and storage, marina fees, fuel,
maintenance and taxes), and other purchases.

Boat construction utilizes a variety of materials, including, metals, composites,
different woods and polymer components and accessories.

Environmental Sustainability: Issues related to the environment have transitioned

over the past 40 years from focusing primarily on environmental protection to more recent
concerns with land management (smart growth policies), managing water resources and
transitioning to renewable energy resources (solar, wind, biomass, biofuels, etc.). The
overriding issue of climate change has undergone several iterations and still drives some
carbon emission initiatives.

Financial Security: Provide support for expanding and reserving wealth.
Trends/Drivers

Public trust in the financial service sector and in Wall Street has eroded.

With the economy near the tipping point of expansion, many investors and
companies are holding their assets liquid and searching for viable investment
options.
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There is an emerging interest in investing in small businesses that have well-defined
plans and strong leaders that can be held accountable and influenced by investors –
giving the investor some control of the investment.

Health and Healthcare: Traditional focus on providing the community with services to

detect (diagnostics) and effectively treat (therapeutics) diseases to maximize the quality and

longevity of life. Delivering these services requires the integration of the following
elements:

R&D/manufacturing of pharmaceuticals.

R&D/manufacturing of parts, components and final assembly of medical instruments
for diagnostic and therapeutic application.

Use of bio and gene-related materials.

Software applications.

Personnel shortage.
Trends/Drivers

Prime medical issue areas: diabetes, weight issues/obesity, ADHD/autism, cancer,
age-related.

There is an emerging trend that shifts the focus to preempt disease through genetic
analysis and determine actions that can be taken to avoid disease – focus on
“health” rather than “health care.”

Affordable Care Act – The federal government’s attempt at reducing the cost of
health care will have several impacts on the health care industry and their ability to
survive.

The aging of the large baby boomer population will place significant stress on
medical services delivery but also rapidly expand market opportunities for medicalrelated products and services.

This industry is undergoing some significant changes that are derived from a
confluence of an aging population that depends on more care, coupled with the
rapid changes in technology and the escalating cost of delivering health care utilizing
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the traditional approach. Technology is playing a key role in reducing cost and
expanding capabilities, such as computer-based records, direct data entry, and
remote diagnostic technology.

Food/Nutrition: Includes food, beverages and nutraceuticals/functional foods –
consumed with an objective of treatment or prevention of disease

Trends/Drivers
Due to economic, life style, demographic, and cultural factors and events/incidences, there
are constant trend shifts in the food and beverage industry related to choice, content,
convenience, cost, communications as well as government mandates. Changes in needs and
demand are driving enhancements to traditional foods and brands while stimulating new
opportunities.

CHOICE (new types and tastes of foods)
 Access to restaurant quality food at home.
 Foods that meet medical, personal and religious dietary restrictions.
 Back-to-basic comfort and nostalgic food.
 Access to fresh local produce.
 Better quality of school/institutional food.
 Beer and wine produced from local/regional ingredients.
 Emerging interest in drinks that calm you down rather than hype you up.
CONTENT (quality/safety and nutrition)
 Rapid growth in organic foods.
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Push-back against genetically modified (GM or GMO) grains and other food
substances.
 Improved nutritional value of food to improve personal health
(nutraceuticals/functional foods), quality and longevity of life.
 Consumption of foods with specific substances (more fiber, omega-3 fatty
acids, calcium, vitamins, antioxidants, etc.).
 Focus on fresh – improved nutrition and taste.
 Concern over content and sources of food.
 Shift in demand from soft drinks to hot drinks such as organic coffees and
teas.
 Bottled water has impacted growth of diet soft drinks but may be leveling
off in demand.
CONVENIENCE (access to food and speed of preparation)
 More men in the
kitchen – lifestyle and
necessity with switch in
home-based roles.
 Less trips to restaurants
but like to buy prepared
gourmet entrees,
desserts and baked
goods.
 Continue developing
packaging that enables
quality food for the
microwave or
convection oven.
 Buying pre-cooked meats, ready-to-eat salads and other sides from major
grocery chains. Some stores have a ‘restaurant’ area to eat from the store’s
buffet.
COST (access to food and speed of preparation)
 Consumers are buying larger portions at the mega-discount centers.
 Popularity of purchasing store brands for certain foods – based on personal
tastes. Stores are combining contract/toll manufacturing with their own
production facilities.
COMMUNICATIONS (enhancing information between consumer and provider)
 Food-related apps on smart phones – store coupons, restaurant deals and
other specific opportunities.
 Potential new labeling system that uses the QR code to retrieve
information on a food product such as ingredients/nutritional value,
processing location/sources of ingredients, health/content-related
information, supplementary information like coupons or recipes
CONGRESS (federal government mandates)
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The federal government has been issuing its intentions on some broad
reaching mandates as a response to food safety and nutrition issues: Food
Safety Modernization Act of 2010 and Dietary Guidelines for Americans.

Trends in Food Production

Sustainable Manufacturing: leveraging the concepts of reduced energy use, energy
independence and substantially reduced waste generated, the industry is seeking to
cut operating costs while scoring points with consumers.

Access to Markets: ongoing trend for successful east or west coast companies to
place a complementary operation on the opposite coast.

Process Improvement: in addition to sustainability, companies are constantly
seeking methods of reducing operating cost at a rate of 10% per year on average.
This not only increases profit margins but also realizes that product life cycles
mature and competition is always there to gain market share.

Enhance Food Quality/Security: companies are continuously incorporating new
technologies in production and in packaging. This enhances the quality to
differentiate their product as well as provide security to protect the consumer and
the image of the company.

*US Bureau of Labor Statistics

Authentic (Organic) Foods
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The production of authentic food (grains, fruits, vegetables and meat) essentially without
synthetic chemicals and other potentially adverse substances has become a significant
global market niche. In the United States, the organic market has grown from $1 billion in
1990 to $26.7 billion in 2010 that was 7.7% growth over 2009, even in a recessionary
period. This represents 4% of the overall food and beverage sales and 11% of the fruits and
vegetable sales. *USDA Census of Agriculture
Nutraceuticals/Functional Foods
Nutraceuticals and functional foods have the reported ability to deliver health and medical
benefits and contribute to the treatment or prevention disease. It follows a progression of
understanding between nutrition and medicine over history where society learns what are
“good” and “bad” foods for
certain types of people in
specific conditions. For example,
the high calorie fat‐based diet
may have been fine for those
with extreme physical jobs but
doesn’t work for those in an
office sitting most of the day.
The study of nutraceuticals is
derived from understanding the
effect of human health from
foods with certain chemical and
physical attributes. The impact
on health from foods ranges
from effective substitutions for
adverse foods (high fat, salt,
* Fungi Perfecti: Shelton, WA
preservatives, etc.) to foods
with a positive nutritive value, to foods that help to prevent and combat disease.

Education/Entertainment: These categories are together because the education field
will embrace some of the technology platforms that have been predominantly used for
entertainment and social media. The expansion of telecom bandwidth and access to low
cost technology will accelerate this.

Trends/Drivers

Remote education enhanced by digital textbooks, online courses and lectures and
the use of social media to interact with student/teacher.

‘Learning Analysis’ is a technique of tracking an individual’s learning
pace/process/effectiveness and customizing and enhancing the process in areas of
need.
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The use of virtual reality techniques will ultimately provide extraordinary
‘experiences’ at
much less cost.
The use of 3D
printing to reengage a
generation in
making things and
overcome the
negative image of
old school
manufacturing. It
is being utilized in
education
institutions around
the world.

Communications/Computing: Many of opportunities noted in the

Education/Entertainment topic are made possible by improvements in broadband and
computation speed back up by substantial data centers.
Trends/Drivers related to Data Centers
The accumulation, storage and retrieval of information continues to expand at an
exponential rate driving an increased demand for data centers. Industries that will have a
definite and continued need for substantial growth in data centers are finance and
insurance, health care and retail.
There are different types of data centers that support the needs of certain size customers
with various requirements:

Dedicated – at a company headquarters, back office or R&D center

Dedicated/remote – has one user but is located away from other operations.

Co-located/third-party operated – as the cost of operations and constant replacement
of equipment escalates, companies are seeking creative alternatives to data storage.
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Data centers are also classified by levels of reliability and availability that determine a
facility design features and utility requirements.
Tier
Level
1
2

3

4

Data Center Requirements
• Single non‐redundant distribution path serving the IT equipment
• Non‐redundant capacity components
 Basic site infrastructure with expected availability of 99.671%
• Meets or exceeds all Tier 1 requirements
 Redundant site infrastructure capacity components with expected availability
of 99.741%
• Meets or exceeds all Tier 1 and Tier 2 requirements
• Multiple independent distribution paths serving the IT equipment
• All IT equipment must be dual‐powered and fully compatible with the topology
of a site's architecture
 Concurrently maintainable site infrastructure with expected availability of
99.982%
• Meets or exceeds all Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3 requirements
• All cooling equipment is independently dual‐powered, including chillers and
heating, ventilating, and air‐conditioning (HVAC) systems
 Fault‐tolerant site infrastructure with electrical power storage and distribution
facilities with expected availability of 99.995%

Defense/Security: Protection of life and property by governments, organizations,
companies, and individuals.

Trends/Drivers

Multiple approaches are driving more sophisticated software, equipment and
sensor-based systems to
detect and defend
against a variety of
sources and situations.

The use of drones will
continue to expand for
defense, security and a
myriad of other
applications. This drives
the use of specialty
materials
(lightweight/high
strength composites),
electronics for detection,
remote vision, delivery systems and other functionality.
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Insecurity of foreign markets and material sources impact the strategies of
companies and governments.
Security systems will be ramped up at all levels and drive new markets for sensors,
recognition systems (visual patterns), processors and actuators along with support
software.

Energy Utilization: The conversion of different energy sources (sun, wind, moving water,
natural gas, nuclear, petroleum, etc.) to useful applications for heat, electricity and
mechanical activities.
Trends/Drivers

Highly diverse energy sources bring multiple options at different costs.

The cost of solar photovoltaic is beginning to reach price points that make it
economical for certain applications; particularly for off‐grid residential.

Wind power has been strongly incentivized by the state legislature, but it needs
backup power to be effective which means it requires a rapidly deployed
redundancy like hydroelectric technology.

The U.S. government needs a balanced approach to energy resources, for both
transportation and power generation, that incorporates hydroelectricity, fossil fuels
and nuclear with renewables on a short, medium and long-term basis. They also
need to upgrade the grid system to accommodate the pending growth of electric
vehicles.

Public utility districts in Mason County, and across Washington State, continue to
provide energy portfolios that are composed of nearly 100% renewable and carbon
free energy sources thanks to the Columbia and Snake River systems’ hydroelectric
dams that are operated by Bonneville Power Administration, and also from nuclear
energy provided by Energy Northwest’s Columbia Generating Station. Several
municipal and public utilities have their own hydro generation systems as well.
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SECTION 5: RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS FOR TARGET INDUSTRY
5.1 Evaluation of Resource Needs
Insights into resource requirements for specific industries/opportunities are provided below
to serve as a planning tool for developing the required resources to attract business and be
competitive.
LOCATION NEEDS (WITHIN A COMMUNITY)
Target Industry
Location Requirements
Food Processing

Reasonable access to
transportation (truck
and sometimes rail).

Away from sources of
potential air
contamination.

More Detailed Comments
These operations are
typically located in an
industrial park (with
appropriate neighbors) or
on a stand‐alone site
depending on the size.

Advanced Manufacturing

Within 2‐3 miles of primary
highways and
low traffic area (away from
schools, shopping and other
higher traffic or sensitive
areas).

Designated industrial parks
buffered from residential,
retail and schools, with
roads, utilities and defined
parcels are ideal for this
type of operation.

Technical and Education
Services

Attractive/unique areas with
access to parking,
restaurants and other
amenities.

Being located with access
to interstates or primary
highways for commuters
and within a reasonable
proximity to restaurants
and retail are favorable
amenities.

Warehousing

Optimum is within 1‐2 miles
of primary highways and
low traffic area.

The closer to the highway
with a right‐hand turn o nto
the feeder highway is ideal.

Data Center

Away from public view for
security reasons.
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REAL ESTATE RESOURCE NEEDS
Target Industry
Location Requirements
Existing food grade building or
Food Processing
shovel ready site (5 to 25+
acres depending on size of
operation).

Advanced Manufacturing





Small/mid‐size firms lease
building that is expandable
(25,000 to 100,000 sq. ft.).
Larger firms and those
needing specialized space
want shovel ready site (5
to 25 acres).

More Detailed Comments

Food processing (smaller
scale) may be accomplished in
a standard flex building but
will typically customize a
larger operation.
Most companies seeking a
small to medium‐size building
(<100,000 sq. ft.) will opt to
lease on existing building or
engage in a build‐to‐suit.

Technical and Education
Services

Class A office or unique office
environment (typically lease
basis).

Space requirements will vary
from 5,000 sq. ft. on up to a
whole floor to an entire
building. Having a variety of
available space and types of
environments is an advantage.
Some smaller software firms
seek “loft” space in an older
commercial or residential
building that has been
repurposed and is in a
work/live urban(downtown)
area.

Warehousing

Available building (100,000+
sq. ft. that is expandable) or
shovel -ready site (25 to 100
acres).

Land prices are going to need
to be low to attract the
warehouse but also be near a
primary highway. There can be
intense pressure to market
this type of land for retail and
set the price very high.

Data Center

Specialized building
constructed on shovel-ready
site.

The buildings are customized
for the telecom and power
cables as well as the computer
operations room. There is
typically very limited
identification on the building
to draw attention to it – this is
for security reasons.
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LABOR SKILL NEEDS
Target Industry
Food Processing

Location Requirements

Equipment operators and
technicians that can work in a
food grade environment.

Advanced Manufacturing

Workers need both the
technical skills are well as the
mindset for working in a high
quality/zero contamination
environment. This culture
exists in the region.

Technical and Education
Services

Software programmers and
engineers

Warehousing

Automation operators and
technicians.

Data Center

Computer operators, software
programmers and software/
hardware engineers.
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More Detailed Comments

Workers need both the
technical skills are well as the
mindset for working in a high
quality/zero contamination
environment. This culture
exists in the region.
Equipment operations must be
capable of operation PLC, CNC
and other computer‐based
controls.
Maintenance staff trained in
“Mechatronics” (integrated
training with pneumatics,
mechanics, electronics,
computers, hydraulics, etc.) is
critical to success.
Production skills in plastics
molding, composites, metal
fabrication, electronic
components as well as
assembly and quality
assurance are also critical to
success.
Programmers and software
engineers will need to be
skilled in specific software and
operating system platforms
based on company/product
requirements.
The application of automation
will vary based on the type of
product and size of operation.
Data center staff requires
relatively few per overall size
of building but the skill level is
high and specific.

UTILITY RESOURCE NEEDS
Target Industry
Food Processing

Location Requirements
•




Reliable/low cost electric
power.
Some processes require
natural gas.
High capacity water and
sewer.

Advanced Manufacturing

Industrial grade.

Technical and Education
Services

Office grade with access to
significant computing power.

Warehousing

Industrial grade.

Data Center

High reliability electric power
and
telecom at low cost. Some
systems
need water for cooling.
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More Detailed Comments

Water and sewer to support
the process are critical. Water
may be used in the product as
well as for cleaning equipment
each shift.
Natural gas is utilized to
process heating when needed
and when electric power costs
are relatively high.
Machinery is typically
operated at 220/440 volts but
enter the building at a much
higher voltage. Consideration
for power factor is important
if machines are starting and
stopping at one time and
throughout the day.
Water and sewer use will vary
but typically not at high levels
compared with food
processing.
If the software developers are
engaged in substantial
animation and simulation or
high-speed data processing,
there will be a need for higher
broadband capacity.
Power consumption will vary
by level of automation.
Telecom broadband may be
needed for interface with
customers and other company
operating sites.
Water and sewer are typically
very limited.
High power and telecom use is
typical and the need for
multiple sources (feeds) and
backup power are frequently
required.

SPECIAL THANK YOU

Our community is an amazing place – full of beauty and opportunity. There is work to be
done and many people devoted to making Mason County prosperous. As the Executive
Director of the Economic Development Council of Mason County, I wanted to thank the
Mason County Commission for the opportunity to be a part of the planning and building of
our county. The EDC looks forward to being a resource for the business community for
many years to come.
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